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REPRESENTATION OF 0 AS  ££_* ehk

J. H. VAN LINT

Abstract. If e^are independent identically distributed random vari-

ables with values 0 and 1, each with probability J then

/  +n \      / 3 \1/2

P(   Z €^ = 0j~f—J    N-*'\

1. Introduction. Recently P. Erdos asked the following question

(oral communication1). If A(N) denotes the number of representa-

tions of 0 in the form '^Zt^-n ekk, where ek = 0 or 1 for —N^k^N

then determine the asymptotic behavior of A (N). We shall prove that

(1) A(N)~( — J    22"+W-3/2.

Another way of formulating this result is the following. Let tk be

independent random variables identically distributed with values 0

and 1, each with probability \. Then

(2) P(   £^ = rj)~(— j    iv-3/2

The referee has pointed out that (2) can be expected from the Linde-

berg theorem as follows. If A7'is large X!*=-iV tick is approximately nor-

mally distributed with mean zero and variance N(N-\-\){2N-r-\)/\2.

The right hand side of (2) is the probability density at the origin of
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1 See also [l].
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the normal distribution with the same mean and variance.

2. Proof of (1). The number AiN) is the constant term in the ex-

pansion of HjL-jy (1+**). Hence

1    c    N dz      2iN+2   Cl/2 N
(3) AiN) = —: 1     II    (1+z*) — =- I       II cos2 kxdx

2iri J C *—N 3 IT      J 0        k=l

(here C is the unit circle in the complex plane).

Now first we estimate the integrand for values of x not near to the

origin.

N N r        N -i

JJ cos2 kx = IJ (1 — sin2 kx) < exp   — 2^ sin2 &x
k=l k=l L       A=l J

r      A      sin Nx cos (A + l)xl
(4) =exp    -- +-—-

L       2 2 sin x J

= Oie-^i*) for  — < x < — ■
2A ~ 2

Next we remark that cos2 x<e_I  for O^x^tt/2. Therefore

/U-/2JV   JV s**/2N p AT -|
JJ cos2 ̂xrfx <   I        exp   — Z ^2*2   <^

(5) f*'2N      T      A(A+1)(2A+1)    "I
= J        exp^-x*\dX

/ 3 V'2 /■"     , 1
~ (-) e    dt = _ (37r)1'2A-3'2.

\N3 /     J0 2

Now for 0 ^x < N~il3 we have

N N N

n cos2 kx = n e~*v n {i + o^***)}
k=\ *»1 k-1

N

= II e~kV exp{0(A6A-16'3)}
4=1

= exp j- X) £2*2 + 0(A-1'3)| •

Using the fact that

exp ( - X) £2*2) d*-(3») 1/2A-3"
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and the result (5) we find

/>x/2AT   N                                          I
P cos2 kxdx <■-(2>Tryi2N-*i\

o       *-i                        2

Now from (6), (4) and (3) we find

/3V/2
,4(A0~(—)    22JV+W-8'2.

This completes the proof.
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